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BUG IN THE RUG – RUG PROCESS 
 

1.      They buy the wool (sheep but others can be used) 
 
2.      They make soap out of a root found in the mountains; it is bitter and keeps insects  
         off of the wool for years 
 
3.      They hand card all their wool; this is a very slow process but it yields a very high 
         quality wool (many places now buy machine made yarn) 
 
4.      They next spin the carded wool into yarn; it collects on the spool of the spinning 
         wheel and twists the wool so that it stays together 
 
5.      The colors are very important because they are basically permanent; blue, red,   
         black, and yellow are the primary colors but they can create about 120 different 
         colors from these primary four colors.  Black comes from mesquite which is    
         mashed up and boiled; a rock salt fixes the color in the yarn.  Yellow comes from a  
         lichen /moss that is found on rocks in the mountains (it has to come off of the  
         rocks).  How long you boil it and how much you put in gives you different shades. 
         Only the black and yellow need the rock salt to fix the colors in the yarn.  Blue  
         comes from the indigo plant; the entire plant is used with lye.  It must sit for 22 
         days to ferment and produces a vivid blue dye.  It ends up in a hardened form that is  
         almost chalk-like.  Blue is the hardest color to create.  The red comes from a  
         parasitic bug called the cochinilla (it is the best color for the Zapotecs).  1 kilo (2.2 
         pounds) of cochinilla makes about 2 kilos of dyed wool.  The bugs are carefully  
         brushed from the cactus by hand and collected.  You must use the female bugs who 
         adheres to one spot on the cactus for 3 months to absorb acid from the plant and it is 
         these acids that make the red dyes.  There are only 2 types of cactus that have this  
         acid and it must produce the red fruit to make the dye.  This is how the ancient  
         Zapotecs made their colors.  You steam the bugs to kill them and then dry them in  
         the sun.  These bugs are also used in some of the paints used at sites such as Monte  
         Alban and Mitlan.  You may use lemon juice to create different tones of color and  
         different intensity of color.  Isaac Vasquez only sells carpets in his house, not in 
         Oaxaca; everything is done on site in his home.  Adding an alkaline base (bi- 
         carbonate, etc.) to the acid makes colors such as purple.  The women used to make  
         carpets on back looms.  Vasquez was in about 3 books that he showed to us and his  
         work is in several museums in the United States.  He also spoke to us in Zapotec. 
         To make a strong dye use a gas fire and for more gentle colors use a wood fire. 
         Blue needs oxides from the air and the red needs ashes for the lye.  He dipped a 
         blue and it came out looking green turned blue almost instantly as the air hit it.  The  
         more you put in the bluer it gets in tandem with the heat from the fire. 
 
6.      Next you must weave your rug.  You draw your design on paper and then draw it 
         on the strings (the warp).  You now begin to weave.  It takes up to 6 weeks for a 
         large rug.       


